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Introducing DNA Circles: Taking another look into all your matches
DNA Circles re-imagines what DNA matching can do. It goes beyond finding a common ancestor
with your DNA matches to link you to additional AncestryDNA members with the same common
ancestor, thus creating a Circle of people who are all related.
You can find your DNA Circles on your DNA homepage under the ethnicity estimate and DNA
matches buttons.

Each circle is based on a common ancestor. If you have an Ancestry membership, once you click on a
Circle you can see all the members in the Circle, how they are related to your ancestor, and who else
they have in their family tree. This is where DNA Circles really shines. Being able to see a collection of
your DNA matches centered around a common ancestor all at once gives you a new tool to do more
with your new-found cousins. It makes it easier to exchange photos, stories, and other new
information to add to what you already know about your ancestor. In short, it makes collaborating
with your new extended family easier than ever.

Visit the Ancestry.com Learning Center at www.ancestry.com/learn.
For account questions or technical help, call 1-800-262-3787.
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Here is an example of a DNA Circle with William Grey as the common ancestor. It includes nine
members who all have William Grey in their family tree and have also taken a DNA test.

DNA Circles can potentially uncover new relatives that DNA matching alone would not have found.
Because you inherit only fractions of DNA from your distant ancestors (read more about genetic
inheritance), you may have inherited different parts of your ancestors’ DNA than many of your
cousins. This means it’s very possible that there will be people in your DNA Circle with whom you are
not a direct genetic match but who do match others in the group and share the same ancestor in
their family tree. It’s like meeting a friend of a friend—or in this case a cousin of a cousin. The more
people who take the test, the bigger your Circle can get.

Visit the Ancestry.com Learning Center at www.ancestry.com/learn.
For account questions or technical help, call 1-800-262-3787.
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DNA Matches and Tree Matches

There are two types of matches you’ll find in DNA Circles: DNA matches and tree matches. The DNA
Circle below includes LF, a tree match and DNA match, and L.S., a tree-only match. We’ve
highlighted them in red boxes to show the difference between the two.

Visit the Ancestry.com Learning Center at www.ancestry.com/learn.
For account questions or technical help, call 1-800-262-3787.
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If you look at match LF, you can see how this match descends from William Grey and the connection
strength this person has to the group.

Since LF is a genetic match we can see what the predicted relationship is by clicking the View DNA
Profile for LF button. This will also allow you to look into this match in more detail.

Visit the Ancestry.com Learning Center at www.ancestry.com/learn.
For account questions or technical help, call 1-800-262-3787.
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Now take a look at L.S., a tree-only match. This means you don’t actually share DNA with L.S., but L.S.
does share DNA with others in the group. Remember, these are DNA Circles, so DNA is the ticket into
the Circle. In this case, even though there isn’t a direct genetic connection to you, the confidence
level is strong. That means that L.S. shares a strong genetic connection to others in the group that
you share DNA with as well but doesn’t share DNA directly with you. This is the power of
AncestryDNA, finding not only those who match you but also those who match you via others who
have the same common ancestor. Take some time to dive into this new feature and explore, and
revisit your DNA Circles often because as the database grows you can get a new or expanded DNA
Circle at any time.

Visit the Ancestry.com Learning Center at www.ancestry.com/learn.
For account questions or technical help, call 1-800-262-3787.
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So, How Does It Work?
DNA Circles starts with well-proven DNA matching technology to find your
distant cousins among other AncestryDNA members. Then we look at all of
the matches together to find people who are interconnected.
This is where the power of having an Ancestry tree connected to
AncestryDNA test results comes into play. Using family trees, we look for an
ancestor shared across a group of DNA-related people. When AncestryDNA
finds one, a DNA Circle is created.
The good news is that we’ve trained the computer to do the hard stuff like DNA matching, tree
comparisons, and triangulation for you. So you get to focus on taking this discovery and building on
it to make a few more of your own. You can learn more about DNA circles and read a white paper by
clicking on the help link on your DNA homepage. To access the help link, select one of your DNA
Circles and click the question mark at the top-right of the page.
What if You Don’t Have a DNA Circle Yet?
Not every AncestryDNA member will have a DNA Circle. Here are some important details about how
DNA Circles are created that can help explain why you might not have one.
1.

2.

3.
4.

Have a “public” family tree linked to your DNA results. If you don’t have a family tree, it’s
free to start one. If you have a tree, make sure it’s linked to your DNA results, set to be
shared publicly, and goes back to the most distant ancestor you know. You can use research
tools on Ancestry to help. I would strongly encourage linking your DNA results to a tree,
even if that tree has limited information. DNA can be a powerful tool for unlocking family
discoveries, and having even a small tree will help get you on the path without delay.
(Standard privacy rules still apply for DNA Circles.)
A DNA Circle requires three or more people. To form a DNA Circle we need at least three
separate family units. (Family units consist of relationships of first-cousin or closer.) Then we
need at least three of these units that have the same common ancestor in their public trees
to make a Circle. Mom, Uncle Joe, and you will make up a family unit, but not a DNA Circle,
but having additional extended family members can increase your DNA Circle connection
strength or potentially extend your reach, since another family member may have inherited
DNA that could link you to another Circle.
Reach out to second cousins or more-distant family members. Having more people in
your family tested will increase the likelihood that you will be in or create a Circle and will
make the Circle more powerful in terms of its potential reach.
DNA Circles cover seven generations (you, plus six generations back). If you have
matches that could be in a Circle but share a common ancestor past seven generations,
they will not show up in a Circle. They will still show up as matches in your regular DNA
matches list, but the cutoff for Circles is seven generations. Early analysis showed that moredistant relationships were less reliable and may form DNA Circles around inaccurate data.
Since DNA Circles is in BETA, we are being a little more conservative to ensure more
confidence in the results. This is something we will continue to analyze and may change
over time.

Visit the Ancestry.com Learning Center at www.ancestry.com/learn.
For account questions or technical help, call 1-800-262-3787.
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5.

You must be an active subscriber (any level) to view DNA Circles. Having an Ancestry
membership is not a guarantee that you will have DNA Circles, but if you do have DNA
Circles, a membership will allow you to view them.
6. DNA Circles will continue to grow. As the database grows and as you expand your tree,
you will have more chances to get a DNA Circle.
7. Be patient. DNA testing relies on cutting-edge science and technology, and there will be
more to learn as time goes on. Check out the help material found under the question mark
in the DNA matches section and DNA Circles section on the website.

Still have questions? Watch Crista Cowan walk through these features on
AncestryDNA? Update to Matching and DNA Circles.

Visit the Ancestry.com Learning Center at www.ancestry.com/learn.
For account questions or technical help, call 1-800-262-3787.

